Energy hub (EH) is a concept that is commonly used to describe multi-carrier energy systems. New advances in the area of energy conversion and storage have resulted in the development of EHs. The efficiency and capability of power systems can be improved by using EHs. This paper proposes an Information Gap Decision Theory (IGDT)-based model for EH management, taking into account the demand response (DR). The proposed model is applied to a semi-realistic case study with large consumers within a day ahead of the scheduling time horizon. The EH has some inputs including real-time (RT) and day-ahead (DA) electricity market prices, wind turbine generation, and natural gas network data. It also has electricity and heat demands as part of the output. The management of the EH is investigated considering the uncertainty in RT electricity market prices and wind turbine generation. The decisions are robust against uncertainties using the IGDT method. DR is added to the decision-making process in order to increase the flexibility of the decisions made. The numerical results demonstrate that considering DR in the IGDT-based EH management system changes the decision-making process. The results of the IGDT and stochastic programming model have been shown for more comprehension.
Introduction

Motivation and Problem Description
Operations of energy hub are conducted using various devices such as combined heat and power (CHP) units, electrical and thermal energy storage, boilers, power electronic devices, etc. The main issue is connecting different types of energies in the energy hub (EH) [1] . In addition, the low efficiency of plants operating with fossil fuels have encouraged researchers to use this concept for using and combining different types of energy [2] . The emergence of this concept in a restructured electricity
Paper Contributions
In this paper, a new model is proposed for EH operation based on the information gap decision theory (IGDT) considering DR. IGDT is used in order to show the robustness of the model proposed against electricity prices and wind uncertainties. IDGT is a non-probabilistic optimization method in which the decisions are made without any assumptions for the probability of the uncertainties. This is useful when a wide range of uncertainties exists [48, 49] . Unlike other uncertainty modeling approaches, the objective of the IGDT method is to maximize the tolerable horizon of uncertainty while satisfying a predetermined objective [38] . Thus, the operators or owners of EHs may make decisions to distinguish the critical decisions in the presence of a high level of uncertainties.
The IGDT model was applied on energy hubs before but without considering the electricity price uncertainty [50] . However, the IGDT is extended by considering the electricity price uncertainty in the present work. A time of use (TOU) DR program is also considered in the problem in order to give more flexibility to large consumers. It can be noted that the variability of gas prices versus electricity prices is very low. Therefore, the gas price is considered fixed. Consequently, it is not required to take DR into account for heat demands. The reason behind this is that the price of procuring heat is the same at all hours. Briefly, the contributions of the paper are as follows:
• Proposing a mixed integer nonlinear (MINLP) model for an EH based on a robust model.
•
Proposing an IGDT model considering price and wind uncertainties.
Proposing DR with IGDT simultaneously in the EH.
• Considering an energy storage system (ESS) in the IGDT-based problem.
Robust Model of an Energy Hub
An EH can be small scale, e.g., a residential hub, or large scale, such as a whole country. In this paper, an EH is considered to describe the decisions of large industrial consumers or even part of a city demand. Figure 1 shows the EH under study, which includes the electricity market, wind turbine, and natural gas data as inputs to satisfy electricity and heat demands. The proposed hub has a boiler, a CHP, and an ESS. The CHP and the boiler are both fed by natural gas. Natural gas prices have a low variability in the short-term compared to electricity prices. Therefore, gas prices are assumed to be fixed. The owner of the hub purchases or generates power from three sources: DA and RT electricity markets and a wind turbine. For a more accurate management of the procured power (specifically in peak hours), an ESS is utilized. The ESS can be charged from the RT electricity market or from a wind turbine. The CHP output has not been connected to the ESS for charging due to its fixed feeding price. In other words, the CHP can generate electricity at a fixed tariff at all hours, and it is not essential to connect it to the ESS. On the other hand, the CHP can sell power to the RT electricity market in order to obtain revenue. Heat is also generated by the boiler and the CHP unit.
In a classic optimization problem, the hub owner tries to minimize the total cost of procuring electric power including the costs of the electrical and natural gas networks in the presence of uncertainties. However, sometimes the owners (or operators) may like to increase the system's robustness against the uncertainties. By doing so, they can make decisions against the worst conditions related to the uncertainties. Here, the owner makes a robust decision in the presence of wind and RT electricity price uncertainties. In addition, a large consumer can utilize the time of use demand response (TOU-DR) for electricity demand during the decision-making process. The conditions of the input sources including uncertainties or variability are shown in Figure 1 . 
Problem Modeling
CHP and Boiler Models
A CHP uses gas and generates power and heat. The power and heat generated by a CHP are mutually dependent. This dependency is considered using a feasible operation region as shown in Figure 2 . The electrical and thermal outputs of the CHP must be positioned within the enclosed area formed by the points A, B, C, and D. Interested readers are referred to Reference [51, 52] . The cost of CHP is related to both the heat and electricity generated. Actually, it is quadratic due to the thermodynamic relation of heat and electricity. The fuel cost characteristics of the CHP unit are as follows [53] :
where P CHP i (t) and H CHP i (t) are the power and heat generated by the ith CHP, respectively; the parameters η CHP e and η CHP h are the conversion coefficients from gas to power and heat; and a i , b i , c i , d i , e i , and f i are the cost coefficients of the CHP.
The dependency between the generated power and the heat is not considered here for the sake of simplicity [54] .
The boiler is also fed by gas and generates heat. The total cost of the boiler unit is supposed to be a linear function as follows [54] :
where H Blr j and h j are the heat generated by the boiler and the cost function coefficient of the boiler unit, respectively. The heat generated by the boiler is bounded as follows:
where H Blr j,max is the maximum generation of the boiler. 
RT and DA Electricity Price Models
In this paper, DA and RT electricity markets are taken into account. The RT market is closer to the consumption time. Hence, uncertainty is considered only in the RT market, since the DA market does not have uncertainty in the model. The realization of the DA electricity market occurs before the RT market, and it is assumed that the decisions are made when the DA price realization is completed. Therefore, the DA electricity price is assumed deterministic, and uncertainty is only considered in RT prices. In reality, RT decisions are made every ten minutes, but in our case study, it is assumed that they are made hourly for the sake of simplicity. The total cost of the RT and DA markets are described mathematically as follows:
where C rt , C DA , P RT (t), P DA (t), λ RT (t), and λ DA (t) are the total cost of purchasing from the RT market, the total cost when facing the DA market, the energy purchased from the RT market, the energy purchased from the DA market, the expected price of the RT market, and the DA electricity price, respectively.
Energy Storage Modeling
Energy storage should be modeled considering its charging/discharging modes. Here, the ESS is modeled as follows [11] :
where SOC(t) is the state of charge at time t; η ST ch and η ST Dch are the charging and discharging efficiencies, respectively; P ch and P dch are the charged and discharged power, respectively; the parameters E st min and E st max are the minimum and maximum capacities of the ESS; and ζ ST ch and ζ ST Dch are binary variables to show the charge/discharge state of battery. It can be seen in Equation (6) that the SOC in each hour is obtained by considering the charging and discharging amounts of the ESS in that hour. Based on Equation (7), the SOC at the beginning and the end must be equal. The SOC is limited by its bound in Equation (8) . The amount of charging/discharging is limited to the maximum capacity of the ESS in Equations (9) and (10). According to Equation (11), the charging and discharging modes cannot occur simultaneously.
Wind Energy Modeling
Wind generation is a function of wind speed. The function is described based on operational characteristics as follows [55] :
where V n is the nominal wind speed and V cin and V cout are the cut-in and cut-out wind speeds, respectively. Electricity generation starts when the speed reaches V cin and the generation continues up to V cout . Nominal generation starts when it reaches V n ; P W (t) is the generated power, and S t is the wind speed. The constant coefficients A, B, and C are obtained from V n , V cin , and V cout . More information can be found in Reference [56] .
Demand Response Model
In a smart environment, consumers can use DR programs for flexible load management. By applying a DR program, consumers can adjust their consumption with regard to the volatility of the electricity pool market with the aim of minimizing the total energy cost. They can decrease their consumption in peak hours and increase their consumption in off-peak hours instead. This means that a shifting occurs only in energy consumption. The time of use demand response (TOU-DR) is used here in order to give more flexibility to the large consumers for tuning their consumption and decreasing their total cost. Consumers can change their energy use from peak hours to off-peak hours based on the usage time of DR [57, 58] . In TOU-DR, load shifting occurs and the decreased loads are supplied in other periods. Therefore, the load values decrease in some periods and increase in other periods. Equations (13)- (18) show the DR model as follows:
Equation (13) shows the amount of load after applying the DR program. According to Equation (14) , the decreasing total amount of load should be equal to the increasing value.
The increasing amount of load should be a part of the base load, according to Equation (15) . The amount of decrease/increase should be lower than a specific percentage (see Equations (16) and (17)). Equation (18) dictates that an increasing or decreasing load cannot occur simultaneously.
Information Gap Decision Theory
In this paper, IGDT is used to model the robustness of the problem against uncertainties associated with wind generation and electricity market prices. IGDT is a non-probabilistic method and does not need further information about uncertainties like probability density functions, fuzzy membership functions, or time series. Since it does not need to make any assumptions about the probability distribution of uncertain variables, it is useful when a high level of uncertainty exists in the problem [59] . Uncertainties may lead the problem to having more cost/less profit or less cost/more profit. IGDT addresses these two conflicting issues using two immunity functions, i.e., robustness and opportunity [30, 60] .
The three pieces that are needed in the IGDT problem are an uncertainty model, a robustness function, and an opportunity function. A robust IGDT model is presented here while the opportunity function is out of scope of this paper. Uncertainty in the IGDT model is described as follows [38] :
where ρ is the expected value of the uncertain parameters and ρ and α represent the ranges of uncertainty. Equation (19) denotes the uncertainty bounds as shown in Figure 3 .
Uncertainty horizon
Uncertainty radius
Upper bound Expected value This strategy is used when the uncertainty has unfavorable effects in the objective function. In the robustness function, the maximum uncertainty radius (α) is determined by dedicating a specific risk value to the base deterministic mode of the objective function. In other words, the objective function is robust against uncertain input parameters, and the amount of objective function is lower than the specific value within the obtained radius of uncertainty. These decisions are made by risk-averse decision makers. The robustness function is described mathematically as follows:
where G j (x, ρ) and H j (x, ρ) are sets of equality and inequality constraints, respectively; ∆ is the maximum amount of allowable increase in the base cost determined by the decision maker; f b (x, ρ) is the base cost; and β is the risk level.
Problem Formulation
It is necessary to propose the deterministic formulation of the EH management before the robust formulation. This is because a base cost is required to solve the robust problem, which is obtained by solving the problem without considering uncertainty. Therefore, the problem formulation is presented in two parts.
Energy Hub Management Formulation without Uncertainty
The expected values of the uncertain parameters should be considered in order to model the problem without uncertainties. Therefore, the expected values of wind generation and RT electricity prices should be present in the model. The deterministic model is as follows:
and Equations (1) and (2). Equation (27) shows that the total cost of the energy carriers is equal to the power purchased from the DA market, from the RT market, and from the natural gas network. Equation (28) represents the boiler generation bounds. In Equation (29), the electricity demand balance is presented. The load is fed by the DA and RT markets, discharging energy of the ESS, the wind turbine, and the CHP unit. (37) and (38) show that the total wind generation and electricity purchased from the RT market are divided into two parts. The first part is directly transferred to the load, and the second part is used for charging the ESS. The CHP may also transfer power to the load or sell it to the RT market as shown in Equation (39).
Robust Energy Hub Management Formulation
In robust management, the uncertain parameters are placed within their intervals. As mentioned, in this paper, the uncertainties are electricity market price and wind turbine generation. Finally, the robust model is obtained as follows:
(
and Equations (1), (2), (13)- (17), (30) and (32)- (39) . It can be seen in Equation (40) that the uncertainty radius should be maximized. It is considered negative for making it a min-max problem. Equations (41) and (42) denote the bounds of uncertainty for the uncertain parameters. The total cost should be lower than a specific value based on Equation (43) . The critical cost is shown in Equation (44) .
Therefore, it can be said that the worst case of uncertainties for electricity prices and wind generation occurs in (1 + α)λ RT and (1 − α)P WT .
Numerical Results
Case Study
The aforementioned EH in Figure 1 is used to show the effectiveness of the proposed model of EH robust and stochastic management considering DR. As mentioned, electricity energy is procured in various ways including purchasing power from the DA and RT electricity markets, generating power by using wind turbine and the CHP units, and using the ESS. The CHP can also sell power to the RT market. Furthermore, heat is procured in two ways, from the CHP and the boiler units. Market prices and electricity demands are obtained from the New York ISO [61] . Figure 4 shows the electricity and heat demands, and Figure 5 depicts the RT and DA electricity prices. The RT decisions are made every ten minutes in reality, but the decisions of the RT market are set for an hour in this paper. This is customary for the sake of simplicity and considering the overlapping hours with the DA market. Since the DA decisions are made each hour, the reactions of the RT and DA markets are also available each hour. The electricity load data is about 5% of the total load of New York City. The CHP feasible operation region is enclosed by the coordinates A(0, 24.7), B(18, 21.5), C(10.48, 8.1), and D(0, 9.88) [54] . The heat demand data is taken from the HOMER software data sheet [62] . The wind speed data is given in Reference [63] . Note that all data periods are 24 hours and that a summary of the data characteristics is provided in Table 1 . It is assumed that the boiler output is large enough to supply the heat demand on its own. The maximum capacity of the ESS is considered to be 55 MWh. The charging/discharging efficiencies are also considered to be 0.9 [11] . The nominal generation of the wind turbine is 20 MW, and its characteristics are given in Reference [64] . The value of the risk level (β) is 0.1. The EH management problem is formulated as an MINLP problem, and it is solved using the SBB solver in the GAMS software environment [65] . 
Simulations and Discussion
The simulations are performed for the aforementioned EH with 0, 10, 20, and 30% of DR. The effect of the DR percentage on the base load is presented in Figure 6 . It is found that DR is directly proportional to the load during off-peak hours and inversely proportional to the load in peak hours. Figure 7 depicts the amount of power purchased from the DA electricity market. It can be seen that less power is purchased during peak hours by increasing the percentage of DR. This is due to a decrease in the amount of electricity demand in the peak hours by increasing DR. As a result of the increase in DR, the purchase of power during off-peak hours also increases. This is caused by the increase in load during the off-peak hours in the DR program. Figure 8 shows the total RT power purchased and stored by the ESS. Power is purchased from the RT market during the hours 1 to 4 and 18 to 23. Regarding the DA and RT market prices, it can be seen that RT prices are lower than DA prices in the mentioned hourly ranges and that the opposite occurs in the other hours. Therefore, no power is purchased in the other hours. In addition, the ESS is charged by the RT market power when the RT prices are lower. On the other hand, the higher the amount of DR, the higher the amount of power purchased. This is due to the rising demands in the off-peak hours. Additionally, a high level of DR is related to a lower uncertainty radius and, consequently, to lower RT prices and higher wind turbine generation. This issue is shown in Figure 9 for the RT prices. The amount of power sold to the RT market and transferred to the load by the CHP has been depicted in Figure 10 . The selling price is equal to the RT price. Hence, higher RT prices result in more sales to the market by the CHP. In the other hours, the CHP helps to meet the electricity demand. DR can not affect the CHP, and minimum changes occur in its generation by changing the DR percentage. This happens because the CHP unit is a low cost unit that can also sell power and because its cost has no conflict with the economic goals of the DR program. The heat generated by the boiler and the CHP is shown in Figure 11 . The maximum heat generated by the CHP is between 8 and 20 MW, when the CHP sells power to the market. It is clear that the remaining required heat has to be provided by the boiler as shown.
The charging/discharging states of the ESS are indicated in Figure 12 . More charging states occur in the off-peak hours, when the RT electricity price is low. Discharge occurs in the peak hours (i.e., hours 14, 15, and 16). According to the RT prices, discharging occurs at the beginning of the period and, then, charging starts when the prices go down. In addition, a stochastic programming model (a well-known model for handling the uncertainty problem) has been conducted for a better understanding of the problem (see Table 2 ). Five scenarios from each uncertain source have been generated using a normal distribution function with a 20% standard deviation. The mean values of the these sources are assumed to be equal to the forecasted values which had been used in implementation of IGDT. Then, 25 scenarios have been generated after the combination of scenarios. Interested readers can refer to Reference [66] for more details about the scenario generation.
The given expected cost results from using the forecasted values of the uncertain parameters. The total cost obtained by the stochastic programming method is lower than both the expected cost and the critical cost. It can also be observed that a higher DR percentage results in a smaller uncertainty radius and a lower cost because, by increasing the percentage of DR, the electricity demand in the peak hours decreases. By reducing the peak load, there is a similarity between the problem and a deterministic one, and consequently, the uncertainty radius decreases. By raising the percentage of DR, the expected cost is reduced due to a decrease in the demand during peak hours.
A sensitivity analysis was performed on the risk coefficient and DR, and the results are provided in Table 3 . The risk parameter was changed from 0.02 to 0.12 with a 0.02 step with respect to the two states of DR (0 and 30% DR). The five outputs of the problem include the uncertainty radius, the total power purchased from the RT and DA markets, and the total power and heat generated through the CHP in all hours. A higher value of the risk parameter results in a lower value of the uncertainty radius, meaning that the uncertain parameters can vary in a wider interval when the risk level is high. A reverse relation can be seen between risk and RT market participation. By raising the risk coefficient, the robustness of the problem increases. Therefore, it is natural to observe a decrease in the power produced by uncertain sources such as RT market participation and, on the other hand, to have an increase in deterministic sources such as DA market participation. However, the CHP is a deterministic power source, but its generation has a direct relation with the risk coefficient due to the CHP role in the problem in which it can sell power to the RT market. By raising the DR percentage, the participation in the RT market increases, and on the other hand, the power purchased from the DA market decreases because DR shifts the peak demand to off-peak hours. Therefore, by comparing the RT and DA market prices in the peak and off-peak hours, it can be said that the RT and DA markets are complementary and that their sum in each state of DR is close. In the case of CHP generation, a reduction occurs considering 30% of DR. As aforementioned, the DR shifts the peak hour demand to off-peak hours. In the first state of DR (0% of DR), plenty of peak hours and peak prices exist. Thus, the CHP as a low-cost source is required, while, in the second state (30% of DR), by shifting the demand from the peak hours to the off-peak hours, the need for the CHP is reduced. In other words, it cannot be said that the CHP is a low-cost source compared to the off-peak prices. Time(hr) 10 15 20 Heat(MWth) CHP 0% DR 10% DR 20% DR 30% DR Figure 11 . The heat generated by the boiler and the CHP. 
Conclusions
This paper has proposed an IGDT-based model for solving the EH management problem by considering a DR program for the problem faced by large consumers of power systems to procure their energies. The EH has RT and DA electricity market prices, wind turbine production, and natural gas as inputs, while it has heat and electricity as outputs. The problem is modeled with IGDT, and the DR program is added to give large consumers more flexibility. The results demonstrate that, by increasing the percentage of DR, the peak load decreases and the off-peak demand increases. It can be seen that the uncertainty radius is reduced by increasing the percentage of DR. A high level of DR results in a smaller uncertainty radius and, consequently, lower RT prices and a higher value of wind turbine generation. By raising the risk coefficient, the level of participation in the RT and DA markets is dramatically reduced and increased, respectively. The CHP is affected by changing the risk coefficient in such a way that the higher the risk parameter, the lower the CHP generation. Cost obtained with deterministic parameters P WT Forecasted electric power produced by a wind turbine (MW) P rt LD (t)
Power purchased from the RT market to supply the load directly P WT LD (t)
Electric power generated by the wind turbine to supply the load directly P rt ST (t) Power purchased from the RT market for charging the ESS P WT ST (t) Electric power generated by the wind turbine for charging the ESS v CHP (t) Expected value of the power purchased from the RT market to supply the load directly 
